
Sommerwood HOA annual increase information 

 As many are aware, there will be a vote on January 17, 2019 regarding an increase of 

$100 annually to the Home Owner Association (HOA) fees for Sommerwood residents.  This 

will increase our dues to $485 annually for neighborhood related expenses.  Some concerns have 

been raised as to the need for this increase.  Other concerns have been raised in regards to the 

needs for a reserve fund.  Let us address these concerns on a general level. 

 We are in an aging neighborhood.  With age comes more expenses.  This is where the 

need for a reserve fund is required.  According to www.reservestudy.com there should be 

15%-40% of each year’s assessments put aside in a reserve fund and the the reserve fund should 

be 70%-100% funded.  The increase being proposed will allow Sommerwood HOA to allocate 

roughly 30% of our assessments to the reserve fund.  According to the 2011 reserve study that 

was conducted, Sommerwood needs at least $35,000 in reserve to maintain the neighborhood’s 

future expenses outside their operating budget.  This is roughly 50% of our total annual expenses 

from the last five years.  Our average total expenses over the last five years have been $69,712.   

 With the new proposed increase, Sommerwood HOA will increase our reserve funds 

enough to be within the recommended guidelines of our 2011 reserve study.  We, unfortunately, 

have many large, unusual expenses in our future: 

• Sommerwood has 2 ponds.  One pond will soon need a fountain replaced.  Fountains can range 

between $7,000-$10,000 on average.  Rip rap around the shore line will need to also soon be 

addressed. 

• Sommerwood’s choice of wood signs means they need replaced more frequently.  Wood 

deteriorates faster than metal.  There are currently several that have arms that are beginning to 

rot and will need to be replaced very soon.  When that happens a decision will need to be made 

if we stick with the same sign or replace them all with a new style.  We know that it will cost 

around $15,000-$20,000 to replace all stop signs and street sign blades. 

http://www.reservestudy.com


• The playground is aging and will need replaced within the next 5-10 years.  The cost for this 

will range upwards of $30,000-$35,000.  For safety reasons, this is not something that can be 

left to deteriorate or fall apart before it is replaced. 

• The pool needs to be re-plastered.  As many parents with young children know, this is 

something that needs to be done sooner rather than later.  Re-plastering of a pool will cost 

around $15,000-$20,000. 

• We are also going to have expenses coming up with the new rail to trail project.  New fencing 

and gates may be needed in addition to other expenses.  

• Some trees in the entrances have started to die and are thinning out.  They will need to be 

removed and replaced.   

• The basketball court will need to be resurfaced, lined, and have new goals within the next 5 

years. 

• The pool furniture we have is actually original to the neighborhood and is going to need to be 

fulled replaced instead of repaired within the next few years.  The HOA has been doing what 

they can to repair straps and furniture as needed to keep costs down. 

• Many have requested a key fob system for the pool.  Several surrounding neighborhoods have 

something similar.  Unfortunately, this would require a new gate to accommodate the traffic as 

the current gate is not sufficient to the task. 

• There have been many concerns about the pool restrooms. New flooring, ventilation systems, 

and shower hardware will need to be installed to greatly improve the quality of those areas. 

 These are just some of the expenses that will be beyond the regular operating budget.  

This is where the reserve fund comes into action.  The website 

www.allpropertymanagement.com has a good blog post about the dangers of underfunding your 

HOA reserve fund.  Basically, when your HOA reserve fund is underfunded you run the risk of 

allowing your neighborhood to slowly deteriorate because not all maintenance and repairs can be 

provided when they are needed. 

 We must also consider Sommerwood HOA’s regular operating expenses.  We have many 

common areas that require landscaping on a regular basis.  There are trees, bushes, and plants 
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that need regular pruning, mulching, removal, and planting.  The playground requires new mulch 

each year. There is a lot of common area that must be mowed on a regular basis.  These 

maintenance items cause our landscaping budget to be the highest expense we have in our 

operating budget.  We also have other regular expenses such as pool maintenance and utilities.  

 Our proposed budget for 2019 operating expenses is actually 10% lower than our total 

average expenses for the last 5 years.  The HOA is doing their best to keep us at a good average 

without major increases.  There has been little variance over the last 5 years across all expense 

categories. 

 When we, as Sommerwood residents, look at the big picture as a whole, the increase 

really is minimal considering all the needs it will be expected to meet in the near future.  If you 

would like further information regarding the prior year financials or the reserve study that was 

performed in 2011, please contact the Sommerwood HOA through our website 

www.sommerwood.com.  Or contact one our property manager, Tom Fernandez.  
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